The original motivation for writing this paper was to give a proof for the existence of the moduli space of simple holomorphic bundles 6 (i.e. End(£)=C) on a fixed compact complex space X. This is achieved in (6.5). The method, used by us, is so general that we can formulate an abstract sufficient criterion for the representability of analytic functors (see theorem (2.2)). Even simple coherent sheaves can be treated in this way (theorem (6.4)). Some special cases were obtained formerly by A. Norton in [No], where X has to be a manifold. A more explicit construction of the moduli space of simple bundles in the kahlerian case is given in [Lii-Ok] by a completely different approach.
§ 1. Notations (1.1) In the following we denote by (An) resp. (Can) the category of complex spaces resp. complex space germs. For a complex space S resp. a complex space germ S=(S, 0), we define (An/S) resp. (Gan/S) to be the category of complex spaces over S resp. of complex space germs over (S, 0).
Let S be a complex space. A groupoid over (An/S) is a category F together with a covariant functor p : F -> (An/S) such that each fibre category F(T\ where T is a space of (An/S), is a groupoid in the usual sense (i.e. the objects of F(T) form a set and each morphism in F(T) is an isomorphism) and, moreover, for each object a of F(T) and S-morphism T'->T the "base-change" a T > of a with respect to T'-»T is defined in a unique manner (for a precise definition see for instance [Bi] i. § 1). By passing to the isomorphy classes, a groupoid gives a contravariant functor
\F\: (An/S) -> (sets)
Vice versa, any contravariant functor (An/S)-»(sets) induces in an obvious way a groupoid over (An/S). Observe that these two constructions are not inverse to each other.
(1.2) Let F : (An/S)-*(sets) be a contravariant functor. Then F is called representable (i. e. F possesses a fine moduli space), if there exists a complex space X in (An/S) together with an isomorphism F-»h xls of functors (here hxis denotes the functor Hom /s (_, X)}. We say that F has a coarse moduli space, if the covariant functor (An/S) -> (sets) Zi ->Hom 5 (F, fc z/s ) is representable by a complex space Z over S, such that the canonical mapping F(Spec(*(s))) -> JZ.| « is bijective for each point seS. Obviously a fine moduli space is also a coarse one.
(1.3) Let F-»(An/S) be a groupoid, S' a space in (An/S) and a, & objects of F(S'\ Then we can define the following two contravariant functors 550 Here K(s)=O SiS /m s^C denotes the local field in ss=S. and get a natural S'-morphism
In the case a=b, we put
Aut F S '(a}:=-Isom p s'(a, a).
Obviously, this last functor has even values in the category of groups. Furthermore, Isouis'(a f b] is always a formal principal homogeneous space under the left action of Aut&(d).
(1.4) Remark. In the situation of (1.3), one has a bijection a Î mage(/som£'(fl, b) -> h S '/ S '} -> N%> (a, b) , where a denotes the "structure" functor.
Let a=b and prti S'X^S'->S' be the canonical projection for i=l, 2. Then the double arrow (fl)) n=5 h S 'is s >/ s . defines a pre-equivalence relation*^ on h (1.5) Let F : (An/S)->(sets) be a contravariant functor. We say that F is a sheaf or of local nature, if for each complex space X in (An/S), the restriction of F to the open subsets of X is a sheaf. As usual, to an arbitrary F one can construct its "sheafification" F* and one has a canonical morphism F-+F* of functors with the obvious universal property.
(1.6) Remark. If F* is represent able, then F has a coarse moduli space.
Proof. Assume that F*^h z/s with a complex space Z in (An/S). Then, for each X over S one has F*, h xls ) =HQm s (h zfs , hxis Z, X) 910 the notion of a pre-equlvalence relation is taken here from [Ki] , and F(SpecWs)))=F*(Spec(A;(s)))=|Z,| for (1.7) Let p : F-KAn/S) be a groupoid, S' a space in (An/S) and a an object of F(S')-For each S-morphism a : S'->T, the fibre category is defined in the following way : The objects of F a (T) are morphisms <p b : <2->&, where £ is an object of F(T), with p((p b )=a. A morphism ^: 6->c in F a (T) is a morphism in F(T), such that <p<p b =(p c and p(<f>)=id T .
For the standard notions of deformation theory, like versal, semi -universal, formal versal etc., we refer to the conventions used in [Bi] In § 3 we are going to discuss condition (2.2) (iii). Next, we state a theorem concerning the existence of coarse moduli spaces.
(2.3) Theorem. Let F-XAn/S) be a groupoid. With the notations of (2.2), assume that
(1) for each seS and a 0 eF(Spec(/z;(s))), the local groupoid F ao -»(Gan/(S, s)) satisfies the conditions (SI)', (S2), (S3) from [Bi] In this section we consider operations of (relative) complex Lie groups which are important for the construction of global moduli spaces. 
such that the usual properties for a group object in (An/S) hold.
(3.2) Remark. The mapping K : G->S is separated (i. e. the diagonal map AG/S : G->Gx s G is a closed embedding), iff the unit section s: S->G is a closed embedding (compare also [SGA] Exp. VI B , Prop. 5.1).
In the following the word "Lie group" always means separated complex Lie group (over S). 
According to the lemma, each V k is open in G and, moreover, fulfills (i) and (ii). Now we set
By construction, G° is invariant under m and / and contains e(S). Obviously, (i) and (ii) hold for G° and (G°) 5 =(G S )° for seS 0 This shows (1) and (2). Fix a space T in (An/5). The canonical map (G r )°-»G factors through G\ Therefore also (3) holds.-(3.5) Remark. The construction of G° is compatible with Lie group homomorphisms, i. e. if /: G-*H is a homomorphism of Lie groups over S, then / induces a homomorphism f°: G°-*H°.
(3.6) Notation. Let G->5 be a Lie group over 5 which is smooth over S along e(5 Proof. We may assume S to be connected. Let G=_LL^G^ be the decomposition of G according to (3.6) and Z=]L V Z V the partition into connected com-
is an isomorphism. As G^-»S is surjective and smooth with connected fibres, one sees that 
(Z/G) T -Z T /G T for each space T over S,
(5) if we denote the associated functor to Z resp. G on (An/S) by Z resp. G, the associated sheaf of Z/G identifies with (Z/G)".
As an immediate consequence, we note (3.11) Remark. Let G-+S be a Lie group, smooth along e (5) 
over S. Then the quotient G/G° exists and is a discrete Lie group over S in a natural way. If G/G°->S is an unramified covering, then G->5 is, locally in S, decomposed.
Proof of (3.10). Properties (1) and (3) follow immediately from Kiehl's theorem ( [Ki] Theorem (2.1)) and also the faithful flatness of Z-»Z/G. The smoothness of this map is seen by using (3) and the fact that G-»S is smooth. For the verification of (4) we must show that the canonical T-morphism Z r /G r -»(Z/G) r is an isomorphism. We put Y:=Z/G for abbreviation. Now Z-»F is a universal effective epimorphism and therefore we have the two exact sequences
Since (Gx 5 Z) r =Z r Xy ;r Z r (compare (3)), we get Y T =Z T /G T . Property (5) follows from the bijectivity of the natural map (Z/G) # -»(Z/Gr which is a consequence of (2) Proof. By (3.10) (4), the map Z/G^S is injective and around each point zeZ/G a closed embedding of complex space germs. The assertion follows now from (3.12) (2).-(3.14) Definition. Let / : Z->S be a morphism of complex spaces. Then / is called of locally constant connectedness type, iff the following two properties are fulfilled.
(1) For each point s^S, there is a fundamental system (U V )^N of open connected neighbourhoods with U v~D U v+l and such that the decomposition of Z Uv into connected components commutes with restriction to U^+i and there are only finitely many such components.
(2) Every fibre Z s has a finite number of connected components and each component of Z Uv meets Z s , in the case Z s i^0.
(3.15) Remark. Assume that /: Z-+S is relatively compactifiable, i.e. there is a proper holomorphic mapping Z->S and a Zariski-open S-embedding Z-»Z. Then / satisfies condition (3.14) (1) (but not (3.14) (2) in general). This is a consequence of [Bi-Fl] We want to apply the general criterion (2.1) to the sheafified functor |F| * : (An/S)-Ksets) associated to \F\ . By construction, \F\ * is of local nature. If |F| fulfills (2.1) (2), then so does \F\*. Now, let S' be a space in (An/S) and a' ', V two elements in \F\*(S'). We have to show that the functor Here Z and G are the associated functors to Z and G on (An/S) and "*" means sheafification. The assertion follows now from (3.13) together with (3.10) (5) and the assumptions made in (2.2) (2).- § 5. Proof of Theorem (2.3)
First we note that, using [Bi] i (3.2), it is possible to replace in (2.3) (1) the word "formal" by "convergent".
The construction of the "local pieces" of the coarse moduli space goes as follows: Fix a point seS and an object a 0 in F(SpecOc(s))). According to (2.3) (1), there is a complex space S f over S, a point s'eS', which maps to s, and an object a in F(S') with a s >^a 0 , such that a is versal deformation of each a t for t^S f . We show now that a is even universal in s'. For this purpose we consider a deformation situation T" -> (see [Bi] i (1.2)) of artinian germs over (S, s) and we fix two objects b, c in F ao (T'_iL r T") with b r^cT . resp. b r .^c T . in F ao (T') resp. F Co (T"). By (2.3) (2) (ii), the canonical map is surjective. From this (and (SI)' of [Bi] 0, one obviously gets b=c in F aQ (T'lL T T"}, so ]F ao | is pro-representable by [Schl] Theorem 2.11. This shows that d^\F\(S') is universal in s'. The same argument also applies to an arbitrary point £eS'-replacing a 0 by a t . We define the representing spaces of the appropriate functors
where pr z : S'X s S r -*S' denotes the f-th canonical projection. Obviously, G 0 is the fibre of G over the point (s', s') and Z is*a formal principal homogeneous space under G. Moreover, the induced double arrow gives a pre-equivalence relation on S' (in the sense of [Ki] ). Set-theoretically it is the following: Two points s 1} s 2 of S', lying over the same point of 5, are equivalent, iff a $1 is isomorphic to a Sz . It is our aim to construct the quotient S' '/Z in the category of complex spaces. This is achieved essentially in two steps. First we consider the relative component G° of the unit section of G. By (3.10), (3.4) the quotient
Z':=Z/G°e
xists, and is a complex space over S'X S S'. Moreover, Z-»Z' is smooth and surjective. We have the commuting diagram of pre-equivalence relations. If S'/Z' exists, then S'/Z exists too and both coincide.
The next step consists by showing that the pre-equivalence relation Z'z^S' is (after shrinking S' sufficiently around s') induced by an operation of the finite group G Q /GQ on S'. So S'/Z' exists as a complex space. 
and (p g projects down to a (S, s)-morphism (p g \ (S r , s)->(S', s').
Since a is even universal, <p g is uniquely determined by g and therefore the map g^<p g is a representation. The universal property of Z gives the map 0 g , induced by <p g . Now, if geG §, then g can be lifted to a local section of Aut%>(a)-*S' (see (2.3) (2) (ii)), so <f> g -id. This shows (i). Next, we take two elements g l9 g 2 which lie in the same connected component of G 0 , i.e. gzg\ l^G l. It follows that
morphism in F(S'). This implies (iii). -
Now, we choose S' so small that S' is invariant under the operation of G O /GQ (see (3.17)). As 0 is an isomorphism in the distinguished fibre over (s', s'), and Z'-^S'XsS' is finite (see (2.3) (2) (iii)), it is possible to assume that 0 : (Go/Go) XS'^Z' is a closed embedding. Next we take a point g^Z( s ,, s ,)=G Q /G°0 and consider the map a : (Z f , g)->(G 0 /G §)X(S', s'), given by the constant map pri Z'-*{g} and Z'-+S'X S S' -» S 7 . We want to show that 0 is a local isomorphism in g with invers a. Let (p,q)\ Z->S'X S S' denote the structure morphism. First we notice that <p g°p =q on the germ (Z, g). This follows immediately from the universality of a in s f and the fact that (p g°p )*(a} = q*(a} in F aQ .
Consequently the composition
is a morphism over S'X S S'. The universal property of Z and (3.10) imply 1 can. can. that the two maps (Z, g) -» (Z, g) -> (Z f , g} and (Z, g) -> (Z', g) coincide, so 0 is a local isomorphism in g with invers cr. By shrinking S' sufficiently, 0 is an isomorphism (observe that Z'->S'XsS' is proper). Therefore we have
S'/Z=S'/Z'=S'/(G 0 /G$).
This is now the desired local piece around s' of the moduli space. The glueing procedure is done in the following way :
Let seS be a point and put I,:=|F(SpecOe(s))|, I:=_IL s& sI s . If we denote by a i^F (Si) the universal (local) deformation of a\ for i^I, constructed by the above method (observe ]aj|=f), and if we put then S(j is open in S( and we have, via universality, isomorphisms over for z, /e/ s . These mappings are equivariant with respect to the pre-equivalence relations Zi and Zj on S( resp. Sj. Now we put Mi'.-S'i/Zt and M^:= Im(5Jj->5J->Mi), which is open in M t . Then the mappings above induce welldefined S-isomorphisms a jt : Mij -> Mji which fulfill the cocycle condition. Thus we obtain a global space M over S» It remains to show that M is a coarse moduli space for \F\. First we have a functor |F|->M, which maps an isomorphy class b^\F\(T) to the 5-morphism T-+M given by the universality of the a\ Obviously \M 8 \ = |F(Spec(/c(s))| for each seS. Now, let jF|->ATbe an arbitrary S-morphism of functors. Considering the composition S 
The question of separatedness of M-^S :
Let mi, m^Ms be different points for some seS and Si t resp. S' iz the local base spaces as above, corresponding to mi resp. 7?? 2 . We consider the fibre product •S and further Now, according to the assumption, the image R of Z in S^X^S 1^ is closed. Since m lf m 2 are different isomorphy classes, R does not contain (mi, m z \ Therefore one has open neighbourhoods U tl resp. U i2 of mi resp. m 2 in S^ resp. S In this section we are going to show that on a fixed compact complex space X, there exists a coarse moduli space of simple coherent sheaves and especially of simple holomorphic vector bundles. Our result contains the one of A. Norton (see [No] Theorem 4), where X is assumed to be smooth. We begin with some preparations.
(6.1) Proposition. (1) is satisfied according to (6.3) and the theorem of Siu/Trautmann [S-T] . Observe that also openness of versality holds (see [Bi] j. §8). Using well-known results and (6.2), conditions (2) (i), (2) (ii) are fulfilled too. It remains to verify (2) (iii). For this, let 3 and Q be simple sheaves on X T and put Z:=Isomj-r (ff, Q\ G:=Aut Xr (2 r ). By (3.16), it is sufficient to show that Z->T is of locally constant connectedness type. Proposition (6.1) and (3.15) gives condition (3.14) (1), so we have to verify (3.14) (2). We fix a point t^T and assume Z t =£0. With the notations of (3.14), let Z^0 be a connected component of Z Uo and <P V^Z In general these moduli spaces need not to be separated, but there is the following criterion for separateness (compare also [No] Prop. 2 on page 370). Proof. Let 2" resp. £ denote the local semi-universal deformation of £F 0 resp. ^0 over the space germ (T, 0) resp. (T', 0). We set and Z : = Furthermore, we fix a differentiate function e: H->TxT'xR^ as in the proof of (6.4). By assumption, there is a sequence of points <p v^Z with base points (t v , t'J^TxT', such that (t V9 t' v ) -> (0, 0). We may assume (pr s e)(y> v )=c^Q for all v and <p v ->^e// co>0 ), where (p is non-trivial (compare the proof of (6.4)).
Reversing the roles of 3" and G, we get a non-trivial <p: £ Q -»3 0 . Now ^0=0, (p<f>=Q, otherwise <p and <j> would be isomorphisms, which is absurd, since Z co ,o> = 0.-Let F: (An/S)->(sets) be the functor in (6.4). We can give the following alternative description of F* :
Let T be a space in (An/S) and £F, £ be simple sheaves on X T /T. We call 3" and 5 equivalent, iff there is a line bundle JT on T and an isomorphism ff2X/£(.£)®$, where /: X-»S is the structure morphism. The set of such equivalence classes is denoted by F(T). Then we have (6.7) Remark. The canonical morphism F-+F induces an isomorphism where " + " means the associated Cech-construction of a pre-sheaf.
Proof. Let T=\J t Ti be an open covering of T. It is easy to see that F(T)-»IL e /F(Ti) is injective. So F + is already a sheaf and therefore we get a morphism F*-*F + , which is obviously an isomorphism.-
The operation of the Pi card-functor.
Let /: X-+S be a separated holomorphic map, F: (An/S)->(sets) the functor of isomorphy classes of simple sheaves on X/S and Pic X is'-(An/S)-»(groups) the relative Picard-functor given by T-*r(T, ^(/lO*^^))-Then we have an operation Pic z/s xF* -» F* induced by tensorization with line bundles. If Pic x is is representable (this is the case when / is proper, flat and cohomologically flat in dimension 0, see [Bi] 2 ) by the Liegroup G->S (not necessarily separated over S), we get an operation GX S M ->M of G on the moduli space M of simple sheaves on X/S. Now, denote by Proj(X/S} the groupoid over (An/S), whose objects over T are projective fibre spaces P-*X T , such that P is, locally in T, induced by a simple sheaf on X T /T, The morphisms in this category are morphisms of projective fibre spaces, locally in X T given by isomorphisms of coherent modules. Proof. By using (6.8), it is sufficient to show that (h M/s /h G /s^ has M/G as a coarse moduli space 0 But this is clearly satisfied. Observe that a coarse moduli space for F r * is also one for F f and vice versa. -
